
Prince Edward Island Home and School Federation Inc.
58th Semi-Annual Meeting – Tuesday, October 18, 2011

Harmony House Theatre
The event began with an informal “meet and greet” in the lounge at Harmony House at 
5:45 p.m. Information packages were issued at the door by Executive Director Shirley 
Jay and President Owen Parkhouse greeted all arrivals and accompanied them to the 
basement lounge where light snacks were available. At 6:15 p.m. attendees were 
welcomed to the main floor theatre for the formal business meeting.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by President Owen Parkhouse at 6:18 p.m. Peter 
Rukavina acted as Recording Secretary.

Approximately 50 representatives of local home and school associations were in 
attendance, along with members of the board and invited guests.

Owen welcomed members and guests and sent thanks to Kris and Melanie Taylor of 
Harmony House for use of the facility. Attention was drawn to the presence of voting 
cards, evaluation form and other materials in the information packages.

Adoption of Agenda

MOTION: The agenda be approved as circulated. Moved by Christine MacAleer, 
seconded by Andrea Pickett. MOTION CARRIED.

Adoption of 2010 Semi-Annual Meeting Minutes

MOTION: The minutes of the 2010 Semi-Annual Meeting be approved as circulated. 
Moved by Angie Matheson, seconded by Bill Whelan. MOTION CARRIED.

Treasurer’s Report
Owen Parkhouse announced the Tom MacLellan had been forced, by increased work 
commitments, to resign from his position as Treasurer. Sue Pettit agreed to assume 
Tom’s role, and the board confirmed her appointment by email vote.

In Sue’s absence, Peter Rukavina presented a brief financial summary (circulated in 
information packages and attached as Appendix A). It was noted that the “parent 
engagement grant” was $35,000 and not $25,000 as it appeared handwritten on the 
financial summary.

MOTION: The financial summary be approved as circulated, noting that parent 
engagement grant was $35,000. Moved by Shelley Muzika, seconded by Angie 
Matheson. MOTION CARRIED.



President’s Report
Owen Parkhouse presented his President’s Report (circulated in information packages 
and attached as Appendix A).

Additionally, Owen reported that 50 of 55 schools in the province are now members of 
the PEI Home and School Federation, with hopes that we will have 100% membership 
soon.

Parent Engagement Report
Bill Whelan presented the new “Parent Leadership Grants” program:

• A replacement of the “Parent Engagement Opportunity Fund,” with a similar goal of 
enhancing the participation of parents in children’s learning.

• Open to all members of the PEI Home and School Federation.
• Meant to fund projects that encourage parent involvement in the school.
• Total pool of $15,000 available this school year, with two application deadlines, 

November 30, 2011 and February 29, 2012.
• Each local home and school is eligible for up to $1,000 in funding.
• The program is competitive this year: not every project will be funded; this is in 

reaction to comments in previous years that the smaller, universal $350 grants were 
not substantial enough.

• Cooperation among local home and school associations, and with community groups, 
is encouraged; multiple locals are eligible to pool $1,000-per-school grants.

• Up to 10 grants per year will be awarded over the 2 application deadlines.
• Applications will be reviewed after each deadline, feedback provided and applications 

that are not successful for the first round can re-apply for the second round simply by 
asking to be reconsidered (i.e. no new application or changes required).

• The application process is simple, and mirrors that of the previous “Parent 
Engagement Opportunity Fund” application.

Bill encouraged local home and schools to use Shirley Jay as a resource and sounding 
board while developing applications, and pointed members to the “web stories” from the 
“Parent Engagement Opportunity Fund” that are posted on the Federation’s website.

In response to questions from members Bill confirmed that the “Parent Leadership 
Grants” replaces the former “Parent Engagement Opportunity Fund,” and that up to 10 
applications per school year will be accepted (likely $7,500 per application deadline, but 
this is flexible).

Bill encouraged successful applications to document their projects so that they can be 
shared with others.

Vice-Regal Patronage
Owen Parkhouse reported that Hon. Frank Lewis, Lieutenant Governor of Prince 
Edward Island, had agreed to our request that he act as Honourary Patron of the PEI 
Home and School Federation. Owen read a letter from His Honour to this effect, and 



expressed pride that the Federation had warranted this honour and that it validated our 
work and importance in the education system.

New Business
Owen Parkhouse called for new business from the floor. 

There being no new business, Owen called for a motion to adjourn.

MOTION: The meeting to adjourn. Moved by Bill Whelan. MOTION CARRIED.

So-ended the format business of the Semi-Annual meeting. At this point the meeting 
adjourned for a brief 15-minute break before continuing with the “Resolution Discussion” 
session.

Resolution Discussion
Discussion of 2011 Annual Meeting Resolutions with 

Department of Education and School Districts
After a break the meeting reconvened informally for a discussion of the 2011 Annual 
Meeting resolutions.

Owen Parkhouse welcomed Dr. Sandy MacDonald, Deputy Minister of Education and 
Early Childhood Development, Jane McMillan, Superintendent of the Western School 
Board, Gary Doucette, Chair of the Western School Board, Ricky Hood, Superintendent 
of the Eastern School District and Patsy MacLean, Eastern School District Appointed 
Trustee.

Sandy MacDonald brought greetings and regrets from the newly-appointed Minister of 
Education and Early Childhood Development, Hon. J. Alan McIsaac and explained that 
he and the Minister had spent several hours discussing the resolutions after this 
Minister’s appointment earlier in the day.

Each of the 7 resolutions passed at the 2011 Annual Meeting were then considered. 
Each resolution’s “resolved” clause was read by Owen Parkhouse, representatives of 
the Department and Districts were invited to offer their body’s response, and then 
members of the association were invited to ask questions and offer comments.

Resolution 1/11 – White Boards and FM Systems in Elementary Classrooms
Sandy MacDonald began by apologizing for a misunderstanding: the Department 
interpreted the resolution as referring to “smart” board not to “dry erase” boards. He 
indicated that the Department was prepared to support “white (dry erase) boards” as 
they are a low-cost item that have proven an effective replacement for chalk boards.

Owen Parkhouse asked the membership how many of them had been requested to 
bring dry erase markers as part of their child’s school supplies and many parents raised 
their hands; in response Ricky Hood mentioned that many teachers employ “personal” 
dry-erase boards for students and that is the likely use for these supplies.



Ricky Hood indicated that FM systems have been “proven to enhance learning” but that 
the problem with providing them universally comes down to their high cost, but capital 
cost and ongoing maintenance cost.

With regards to dry erase boards Ricky suggested that these are a low-cost item ($200 
per board) that it would be relatively easy to make universally available. He also 
mentioned that Vernon River and St. Jean schools are experimenting with “Idea Paint,” 
a paintable dry-erase surface, and that this might be an alternative to use of fixed white 
boards.

Resolution 2/11 – Science Fair
Sandy MacDonald explained that the Department is investigating the eventual 
possibility of integrating “project-based learning” with science fair, but this won’t happen 
right away. Some of the challenges to doing this, he explained, are wide variation in 
projects (degree of parent participation, etc.). He indicated that there is a concern on the 
part of the Department about the decreasing number of students participating in science 
fairs.

Bill Whelan suggested that science fair projects could be a “capstone” for project-based 
learning, and Sandy indicated that the challenge here was that science fair projects are 
harder to assess, and to evaluate outcomes, and that professional development is 
needed to teachers to aid in this process.

Ricky Hood comments that “if we didn’t believe in science fairs we wouldn’t promote 
them” but indicated that it is difficult to make them mandatory.

Jane McMillan suggested that the “big question” is “should it be mandatory,” and that 
some parents want this to be the case whereas others are “science faired out.” She 
explained that if science fairs were made mandatory then “we’d have to remove 
something... what?” and also that many other “extra-fair activities” are available to 
students in addition to science fair.

Owen Parkhouse concluded the discussed with a suggestion that science fairs act to 
“stoke the flames of passion for science.”

Resolution 3/11 –Allocation of Educational Assistants in Schools
Sandy MacDonald began by suggesting that “the EA model is broken and this needs to 
be addressed.” He outlined that from 2004 to 2009 the education system’s enrollment 
dropped by 2500 students (11%) while at the same time 44 EAs, 16 resource teachers 
and 40 classroom teachers were added to the system.

Sandy explained that 35% of students in PEI are identified as having special needs, 
which is a much greater proportion than in other provinces, and that PEI’s definition of 
“special needs” is much very broad.  There are currently 400 “6 hour EA positions” 
staffed on the province, approximately 1 EA for every 4 teachers; the Island’s ratios for 
special needs staff, with the exception of Speech Language Therapists and 
Psychologists meet or exceed other provinces in the country.



Sandy concluded by explained that the Department is currently conducting an “audit” of 
special education, led by Glen Edison, and that this will be “rolled out in the next year.”

Patsy MacLean suggested that the Eastern School District, as a rule, “does not receive 
calls” about special needs issues, as these are generally directed at the Department. 
She put forward a model that would see the Health and Education systems on the 
Island work more closely together in providing services; in reaction to this Sandy 
MacDonald mentioned a pilot project to be announced shortly that will see one school 
become a “full service school” taking a trans-departmental approach.

Parent Andrea McNeill lauded this idea, and indicated that from her perspective health, 
social services and education must work together, and than when resources like EAs 
are allocated it’s important for parents to know this at the end of the school year in 
advance of the next year, to allow for proper preparation time.

Resolution 4/11 –Equal Access to Value-based Educational Experiences
Ricky Hood explained that the issue of varying access was no so much “rural vs. urban” 
as “new school vs. old school”, buffering his comments with “whenever you build a new 
school there’s always another that becomes older.”

Ricky explained that the Eastern School District has a funding model that allows schools 
more distant from central resources additional funding to cover transportation costs; it’s 
not a huge budget, he indicated, but there is perhaps a perception that students have 
more field trip opportunities than they actually do.

Jane McMillan suggested the weather is another cause of issue with regards to access, 
and the “hard choices sometimes have to be made.”

Sandy MacDonald outlined that the province has spent $1 million revamping trades and 
technologies programs across the province to ensure access to equal opportunities 
province-wide; he explained that “smaller rural high schools are a challenge” in this 
regard, however. He further indicated that there is experimenting being done with 
redefining what the “school year” is, which involves things like offered courses during 
the summer months.

Resolution 5/11 – Minister’s Directive and School Board Policy for 
Reporting Student Health and Safety Issues to Parents
Owen Parkhouse began the discussion by thanking the Department and Districts as 
well as parents and staff for the degree of “coming together” and “working together” that 
happened during the revelations of mold issues in schools and subsequent testing and 
schools closures.

Sandy MacDonald indicated that two things have happened over the past year in this 
regard: inclusion of parents in Joint Health and Safety (JOSH) committees and work on 
a Minister’s Directive regarding health and safety issues.

Peter Rukavina asked whether there were more general efforts being conducted to 
understand why a situation that the previous Minister of Education explained as being 



“under control” at the last Semi-Annual Meeting was obviously not so, and Sandy 
indicated that this “accountability” issue was an important part of the School 
Governance Review process.

Ricky Hood thanks parents for cooperation and support over the past year, and 
indicated that “we are now in a much better position regarding air quality.”

A parent from Central Queens related a concern about how a busing issue had been 
handled by school administrators and Owen suggested that this be raised after the 
meeting with Ricky Hood.

Resolution 6/11 – Provision of Translation Resources to Support Newcomer 
Families
Sandy MacDonald indicated that providing the resources requested in the resolution 
would be “extremely difficult” because of the number of newcomer students coming into 
the system (800 new students per year in recent years) and the number of languages 
spoken by their families (60 countries, 70 dialects).

He indicated that some effort to provide services to larger language populations – 155 
student’s families from China, 90 from Iran – may be possible, but that the rest “are all 
over the place.”

There was a discussion prompted by questions and comments from several members 
on how it would be possible to work around the “if we can’t serve everyone we can’t 
serve anyone” model, using lower-cost resources and applying them strategically, and 
Sandy was open to this approach.

Resolution 7/11 – Academic Outcomes
Owen Parkhouse began the discussion with a suggestion that “we need better 
academic outcomes” and that “we need PEI to be at the top, not the bottom.”

Sandy MacDonald agreed that standards need by be stated and published, and that 
there is general agreement, as-yet-unofficial, in government to this effect. Provincial 
results from the last round of testing will be released next week after being held back to 
allow for the Provincial General Election.

There was considerable discussion of the approach used for Grade 9 math testing last 
year and this, and Sandy indicated that the process had not gone as well as the 
Department wished. This was followed by discussed of when tests are held, whether 
teachers “teach to the test,” and whether students, if they are told the test “doesn’t 
count,” will express their best performance.

Extended discussion of the “PISA” test results followed, with contributions from a 
member who is also a Statistics Canada PISA test administrator. When asked by a 
member what the difference between Alberta’s system (which produces high PISA 
scores) and PEI’s is, Sandy indicated that “Alberta’s focus is entirely on achievement.”



Ricky Hood reported that there’s a “good news” story in testing, that the Grade 3 literacy 
scores have gone up; it is thought this is due in part to the “coaching” model that’s being 
used to assist teachers in this regard. He also suggested that the developments in Early 
Childhood Education in the past 2 years in the province “will help turn the province 
around.”

The discussion concluded with a comment from Owen Parkhouse that “outcomes mean 
jobs, post-secondary education, college, apprenticeship” and are more than just 
numbers. He suggested that “we can turn things around faster because we are smaller.”

Conclusion
Owen Parkhouse concluded with thanks to guests, to Shirley Jay for her dedication to 
her task, to the board and to the membership.

The meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m.
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